MORE LOGISTICS = MORE OPPORTUNITIES

Capture growing consumer demand in China.
Reach deeper into China’s emerging markets and expanding middle class with UPS’s integrated solutions. Leverage our worldwide logistics expertise — transportation, distribution, trade management — whether new to China or growing your share of the domestic market. And backed by an extensive Field Stocking Location (FSL) network and a global IT platform, you can meet service-level-agreement commitments with complete inventory visibility anytime, anywhere. This established infrastructure and reliable, scalable solutions, proven both locally and globally, increase your business opportunities nationwide.

UPS’S EXPANDING PRESENCE

GLOBAL LOGISTICS

The world’s largest transportation and customs brokerage networks give UPS unmatched global expertise.

Innovative UPS technology solutions simplify shipping and enhance visibility both inbound and outbound.

The wide-ranging UPS service portfolio offers the speed and flexibility to meet both deadlines and budgets.

One integrated, global UPS network streamlines supply chains with efficient processing and on-time delivery.

UPS’S NETWORK IN ASIA PACIFIC

CHINA’S EXPANDING MIDDLE CLASS

3X increase in income in last 10-15 years**
More than 300 million people estimated today**
600 million people predicted by 2020†

UP’S EXPANDING PRESENCE
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